About Creator Screen:
Phone screen with picture of young man wearing a light purple button-down shirt, smiling on a balcony overlooking water. Text on the image says: About Creator: Hello, and welcome to To Upgrade or Not to Upgrade (TU or NTU)! My name is Neil Fransisco, and I am the creator of this application.

App Icon:
Small, dark blue, square-shaped icon with stylized image of a computer with the text: “TU or NTU.”

Device Scan Screen:
Phone screen with image of inner mechanical parts, magnified under a magnifying glass. Text reads: “The To Upgrade or Not to Upgrade scan utility will scan your device’s hardware components and show what upgradability options are available. If the scan utility determines the hardware components cannot be upgraded, it will suggest alternative methods to improve your user experience on your device. Here are the specifications that the application’s scan will pinpoint: Make and model information, CPU information, RAM information, Storage information.”

Droid QR:
Image of Droid robot logo and a QR scan code.

E-Waste Drop Screen:
Phone screen showing a dark image of the inside of an old building, with a heap of old, discarded electronic waste. Text reads: “The To Upgrade or Not to Upgrade app will provide information on how you can dispose of your old devices properly. The app will provide information on E-waste recycling locations around your area.” Includes a link to Free Geek: https://www.freegeek.org

Help Screen:
Phone screen showing help options, such as Support, Skype, Email, Facebook, and other contact information, which is clearly for demonstration purposes only.

Home Screen:
Phone screen with image of young woman interacting with a touch screen, with a square divided into 5 options: Device Scan, About Creator, Software Tune, E-Waste Drop, and Help.

Software Tune Screen:
Phone screen with image of open notebook and pen and a phone. Text reads: “Alternative methods to improve the user’s experience. If our Scanning utility determines that your device is not upgradeable, do not worry, we have some alternative methods that will help you increase your older device’s usability. By applying these simple software upgrades, they will improve the performance of your computer or mobile device.” It goes on to begin listing device software cleaners, and runs offscreen.